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Toronto, Canada when I was about 2 -1/3 years old. My Finnish given
name is "Jarmo Olavi Koskinen" but I use the English nickname "Ken"
Koskinen. I'm a naturalized Canadian and have lived most of my life in
Ontario, Canada. I studied at Centennial & Niagara Colleges in Ontario
but earned my BSc. at Ambassador College in Pasadena, California. I
majored in psychology but also studied history and biblical subjects.
I love to write. As a writer my goals are to inform/educate,
stimulate/challenge and inspire/entertain readers. I write serious pieces as
well as some comedy. Over the last several years I have taken a great
interest in science with an emphasis on physics & cosmology. I am
currently writing my first science book, "The Big Vibe: Steps Towards a
Theory of Everything." In this work I hope to add to the quilt of
theoretical science. I do not currently plan to make it available on this
site since I hope to publish with a scientific book publisher. However you
can learn more about current unsolved scientific mysteries by reading my
posted essays.
I enjoy working out with the 1/2" thick steel cable skipping rope I
invented, "The Skip Walker/Jogger." I use it to skip walk; that is, I skip
rope while walking for several miles. You can view my video of me skip
walking. I've also written the lyrics to a light country/rock song "The
Unemployment Line." I'm neither a musician nor a good singer but you
can view me singing the song, without accompaniment. I hope somebody
with some real talent, like Billy Ray Cyrus, contacts me and puts music
to it and turns it into the next big hit! I've also invented a very good
carpet cleaning detergent and a skin cream that helps to clear up
blemishes and outbreaks. It is also a good topical dressing on burns. Both
of these products are in the research and development stage.
I love nature, comedy, good food and beer. I also love to learn and enjoy
the mystical awareness and feeling of being alive while exploring &
experiencing life within "All That Is!" It is the “everything” in which
we have our being!

The Three “S’s” of Science &
The Physics of Humpty Dumpty
The First “S”
This essay isn’t about the history of science as many writers have already covered that in much detail. Nor is it
about all the specific details of scientific processes. Rather, it is about what science generally is and how it’s
being done by modern scientists. I will use examples from physics/cosmology since this is my main area of
interest but the principles may be applied to other fields. I like to break things down into parts or categories and
so claim there are three “S’s” and each “S” relates to a facet of the discipline of science. The first payoff in
understanding these categories is that it helps to clear up some confusion that can arise when you read of the
work of some scientists. Secondly it also helps one to understand the acceptance process that successful
scientific theories go through. These features alone make this short essay well worth reading.
Firstly science is a human discipline and it is ideally our
most objective study of facets or things within “All That
Is” or the universe, if you like. Science is based on the
idea that what we observe or detect can be understood by
reason. Scientists seek to describe, categorize and
explain phenomena in the natural world. They also use
their theories to make predictions & postdictions i.e.
understand histories. Their theories do not include the
supposed activity of a god, deities or other supernatural
agents. In earlier times the universe was said to act via
divine fiat. Some religious authorities even suppressed
the advance of exploration of the natural world. They
insisted it wasn’t wise or proper to question divine
providence. Scientists struggled for the right to publish
their findings apart from any god-hypothesis and
interference from the church. Science has thrived under
political systems that honor freedom of the press and
separation of the church from the state.
Sometimes people mistakenly think if something
includes labels/categories /definitions/rules and is done
systematically it’s scientific but it is not the case.
Scientific activities are systematic but so are other human activities. In the pre-scientific era people did many
things systematically including making and building things via rules of thumb. They didn’t understand the
physics of how things worked but they knew to follow the tried & proven methods. Many of these people
belonged to fraternities or trade guilds such as masons or carpenters. They guarded their trade secrets and only
taught them to select apprentices. Even scientists do not always follow a dyed-in-the-wool procedure such as:
question-hypothesis-procedure-data-conclusions/theory. They can begin with one or more hypotheses even
before making detections. They can come up with numerous questions throughout the process, make repeated
observations and scrap a theory and then formulate a new one at any time. Clearly science is more than just a
systematic activity with definitions etc.
Science is not about discovering perfect truths. Even after confirmations/replications, peer review and wide
acceptance, theories are not really seen as final. Scientists use terms like “proof & proven” but the main mode
is to view theories as the best-to-date explanations, pending new detections. Facts are also seen as being

explained by theories as these connect the data points i.e. facts according to an overarching theme. These
notions lead us to the first “S.” It is the caption letter which is the leading “S” in Science. This major “S” can be
viewed as the overall discipline that separate sciences from non-sciences such as the fine arts, poetry, acting,
trades, specialized labor and many other human activities.

The Second “S”
I recall speaking to some people who were Scientologists. They thought their religion was scientific as they had
procedures to clear people of what they think are cellular blockages called “engrams.” 1 These are believed to be
acquired during times of stress but some of the most troublesome are developed prenatally. Yes … in the womb
& perhaps even during supposed past lives. Even the name “Scientology” hints their religion is imbued by
science. It’s not the case even though it contains many definitions/categories and includes procedures. 2
I also once spoke to some individuals of another group called Raelians. One reason they think their religion is
scientific is that they side-step the common religious belief we were created by God. They say humans were
created by superior aliens. They base this on their leader Claude Vorilhon who claims to have had an encounter
with a UFO and met an alien in 1973. He claims in 1975
he was taken to another planet and the aliens, known as
Elohim,3 told him he was “Rael” the final prophet. One
source claims the Elohim are supposed to return to
Jerusalem in 20254 but on their website it is claimed to
be sometime before 2035.5 It makes me wonder what the
Elohim supposed really said. Also, why are they waiting
so long? What is so special about 2025 or 2035? On the
earlier date Rael would be about 79 years old but on the
later one he’d be about 89. It seems to be convenient
since it gives him ample time to build his religion before
he dies. In any case, when the aliens don’t arrive, as I
strongly suspect, there will probably be another reinterpretation or new message that pushes the date
further into the uncertain future. There isn’t any way to
verify Rael’s testimony or their re-interpretation of
images and figures in the history of religions. It is all
seen in the light of their UFO/alien creator theme which
includes Eric Von Daniken-like ideas such as those
published back in 1968’s “The Chariots of the Gods: Unsolved Mysteries of the Past?” None of it is in any way
testable. People are free to believe what they like but it does not make Raelism in any way scientific.
We really cannot prove aliens are our creators, short of observing them under controlled conditions, creating
people. The alien creator theory also begs the question: who created the creators? Did some other aliens create
them? If so … who created them? In other words it suffers from a sequential regress problem; you can keep on
going back, using the same logic. Eventually you get to a space/time when there weren’t galaxies, stars, planets
and therefore no star ships and aliens. Of course we also have a very good fossil record right here on Earth. It
shows early life forms were simple or uni-cellular and later forms became more complex. We even have the
1

These so-called engrams or cellular blockages have never been detected. At times they are presented as cellular entities and other
times psychological ones.
2
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Elohim is one of the names for the Hebrew god of the Bible. It is believed to a plurality of united beings & in Raelism they are the
creators. It is common in Raelism to re-interpret Biblical figures & those of other religions into their UFO/alien scheme.
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http://rael.org/faq See the answer to the question: “What makes a Raelian different from people who believe in God?”

remains of early hominines, including our species – Homo
sapiens. There isn’t any evidence any- of- it was due to aliens
tinkering in laboratories creating entire biospheres of
bacterial, plant and animal life forms. Why did they make it
look like life began as simple unicellular forms? Why does
the fossil record show increases in complexity amidst clear
evidence of five major mass extinctions? Why didn’t they
simply create humans in the first place and be done with it? I
know the answer … they didn’t have anything to do with it.
Scientists must appeal to the evidence and chose what is
called the “parsimonious explanation,” meaning the simplest
sound solution. The alien creator theory is completely
unnecessary. Since it is without testable evidence, it is not
much better than saying ghosts, who only a small number of
people have fleetingly seen, created life on earth. Despite
these issues several UFO religions are operating in the
modern world. People can believe whatever they want but this
should not be confused with sound science.
Mature scientific theories must be what I call “sound,”
“solid,” “serious” or “supported” and this is the second “S.”
Here is what I mean. Sound scientific theories must be
verifiable and therefore also falsifiable. It means it must
produce results that can be tested for their veracity. This can
be done via experiments, available evidence and logic. We
cannot, for example, prove people have had past lives based
on episodes of talk therapy, guided meditation or hypnosis.
During such procedures and even afterwards some people
might have some induced memories and even feel relaxed or
elated. There are people who absolutely believe it. That’s fine
… but it isn’t science.
Some educated people do seriously study UFO phenomena. A
number of their case studies include people who claim to have
had so-called alien encounter experiences, often while they
sleep. Why should anyone’s experience be considered exceptional? Perhaps all of these people experienced
some sort of altered state of consciousness, a sort of wakeful dream? Further, after years of studies, UFOs have
remained “unidentified.” Therefore they cannot be considered part of solid or supported science since you
cannot verify something that’s unknown. I suspect speculations will persist for a long time to come.
When considering whether a theory is sound, scientists rely on two main bars of proof such as those are used in
the courts. In criminal trials the bar is: “beyond a reasonable doubt.” In civic trials it is: “due to the
preponderance of the evidence.” Amongst some scientists these bars may even play out unconsciously. By this I
mean some individuals might not specifically think in these terms but they know when a theory makes sense
and is a step forwards, even if it’s not perfectly complete. The theory still has to be convincing and deliver what
it advertises. In any case, in science both bars are acceptable; the difference depends on the availability of
evidence and repeatability of verifications. Even though the lower bar is acceptable, scientists still continue to
search for more data and better cases. It also means that prevailing theories, no matter how solid, are thought of
as the best current approximations. How great is that!

The Third “S”
The process of scientific discovery firstly finds the “what” of things before the “how” and “why” questions are
answered. When Isaac Newton discovered the law of
gravitation he firstly saw what it does. It causes things like
apples from trees to fall to Earth and keeps the Moon in orbit
around our planet and the Earth/Moon system in orbit around
the Sun etc. His amazing formula works to explain what
happens but Isaac was still puzzled as per how and why gravity
works. Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity also deals
with gravity but is based on a different mechanism. His theory
of gravity is a geometric one where the changes in the shape or
curvature of space/time are the key. Mass shapes space/time
and space/time tells mass how to move. Albert’s theory
contains “what answers” to a wider range of phenomena than
Newton’s theory. However, it fairs little better on the how and
why questions. In other words, we know mass bends space/time
but we still don’t know why and how it does it?
Most physicists claim we need a quantum theory of gravity to
complete the picture. This requires a yet unseen way where the theory of general relativity (our best theory of
things in the macro-realm) can be meshed with those in quantum mechanics (our best theories in the microrealm). If we find it we will know how gravity originates and operates in the sub-atomic world. This includes
the search for a particle dubbed “the graviton” or at least the micro-mechanism that causes gravity. I also think
we most probably will also have to go further and discover what constitutes space/time. This should lead us to
know how it interacts with the mass of matter and forces within it. Then we would be in the midst of a new
revolution in physics such as we haven’t seen since the likes of Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein and the
developers of Quantum Mechanics i.e. Max Planck, Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Paul Dirac, Erwin
Schrödinger & others. We would be stepping on the big toe of physics, close to discovering the elusive top
stone of the pyramid of theoretical physics called either “the theory of everything” (TOE) or the unified field
theory.
The reason why I started this section with the story of gravity is to point out how scientific discoveries follow a
process. New theories are considered speculative until they survive verification/falsification tests, peer review
and replication. This is part of what I call speculative science and it is the third “S” of science. Scientists do not
formally vote on theories since acceptance is based on the evidence. The process takes time. Another way of
looking at it is to say that a theory starts of as being in the “subjective stage” since it is initially considered true
only in the mind of the theorist and perhaps a small number of collaborators. As the theory is reviewed and
accepted by peers outside of the initial circle it could be considered to be in a “midjective stage.” This is a term
I coined for theories midway between subjective and the final stage. The last stage occurs when a majority of
scientists in the field accept the theory based on its verifications & explanatory, predictive and/or postdictive
properties. This I have dubbed the “objective stage.” Okay … but keep in mind this discussion is a sociological
acceptance theme. Even then, theories in the so-called objective stage, like those of gravitation, may only be
partially correct. In other words these theories can still be in some ways incomplete and we still need to press
on.
When evidence or observations/detections are lacking opposing camps do arise supporting different positions.
This is also part of the realm of speculative science. Here is an example. Around the turn of the 20 th century the
nature of matter was very much in dispute. Many scientists, such as the Austrian Ernest Mach (1836 – 1916)
thought matter was continuous and therefore theoretically infinitely divisible. There was also the new atomic
theory of matter and it claims matter comes in lumps. Another Austrian physicist, Ludwig Boltzmann (1844 –

1906) was a chief supporter. He was also first to introduce statistics it into physics by using it to explain the
behavior of molecules in gases. He claimed the only way to understand their motions was to view it as an
aggregate of particles. Mach was Boltzmann’s chief nemesis. Unfortunately Ludwig was given to wild mood
swings and had apparently tired of arguing for the existence of atoms. Tragically in 1906 he committed suicide
by hanging. Unfortunately he wasn’t aware that Albert Einstein had published the first proof of molecules in his
1905 paper on Brownian motion. 6 Atomic theory is now well enshrined and established with millions of
verifications. The world lost a brilliant theorist but Boltzmann’s contributions live on.

A Short Brief on Cosmology
There are cases when detections did eventually come to the aid of theorists, some
of the speculations were wrong while others were right or at least very close. It
was once thought the Earth was the center of the universe. In the early 17 th
century Johannes Kepler determined planets orbit the Sun in a solar system. 7 In
the 1930’s Edwin Hubble’s astronomical observations discovered the Milky
Way wasn’t the entire universe as was expected. It is only one galaxy amongst
numerous others. He also determined the universe wasn’t static as was also
commonly expected but was expanding. The Belgian Jesuit Priest/astronomer
Georges Lemaître determined it had to have started out much smaller, even as a
primordial atom. It had to have expanded extremely rapidly like an “explosion.”
The early universe, it was reasoned had to have been extremely hot. In 1948
Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman calculated the remnant photons should have
cooled to about 5 degrees Kelvin.
Again back in 1948, some theorists challenged Lemaître’s theory with an alternative called the steady state
theory. It was the brainchild of English physicists Thomas Gold and Fred Hoyle, and their Viennese colleague
Herman Bondi. They thought the universe would always appear the same in any direction to any observer past,
present or future. These theorists explained Hubble’s expansion by saying that even as galaxies sped away, new
ones were being created from scratch in a field later dubbed a C-field that also drives cosmic expansion. In
other words new hydrogen atoms were constantly being created in an unknown field in the vacuum of space
while other processes transformed them into nebulae, stars and galaxies. Even though this had not been
observed they countered it was not more mysterious than the big bang’s alleged one time origin of matter.
During the ensuing idea battles Fred Hoyle promoted the theory’s main conclusions, that the universe didn’t
have a beginning nor will it have an end. During an interview on radio he called Lemaître’s theory a “big
bang.” Somehow his off-the-cuff derogatory remark took root. The theory has been known as the big bang ever
since and Hoyle’s negative intention was largely forgotten.
In 1964 Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson working at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in Murray Hill, New
Jersey were aiming their radio antenna into the sky in an attempt to read the radio emissions from the Milky
Way. They inadvertently detected what is now called the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB). They
measured its temperature to 3.1 degrees Kelvin, which is close to the Alpher/Herman estimate. Penzias and
Wilson were later awarded the Nobel Prize. 8 Since then scientists have aimed numerous special ground based
and balloon air borne detection instruments on the CMB and even sent specially designed satellites into outer
space, such as 1989’s Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) and more recently 2001’s Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), to study it. We now know these photons are the oldest things we have ever
6

Yourgrau, Palle, A World Without Time, Basic Books, A Member of Peresus Books, Cambridge, MA, 2005, pp. 35 – 38.
The Greek, Aristarchus of Samos was probably first to suggest it. About 1800 years later Nikolas Copernicus revived the heliocentric
theory but it was without observational backing. Kepler had Tycho Brahnes’ observational records and his new mathematics meshed
with the data. Isaac Newton with his law of gravitation improved on Kepler’s work.
8
Flowers, Charles, Instability Rules: The Ten Most Amazing Ideas of Modern Science, John Wiley & Sons Inc., New York. pp. 85 –
89.
7

detected. Its temperature has been cooling for
about 14 billion years and has been fine-tuned
to an average of about 2.73 degrees above
absolute zero. It proves the early universe was
very hot and hence it points to a genesis. The
discovery of the CMB has even been hailed by
some as a basic confirmation of the big bang
theory. None of the subsequent detections on
the CMB or anything else clearly supports the
steady state theory. The majority of
cosmologists have dismissed it.
In 1933 the Swiss astronomer Fritz Swicky of
Caltech observed the Coma galaxy structure.
He realized there had to be some things that
gravitate but do not interact
electromagnetically. This is what we now call
“dark matter.” It had to be included into
cosmology in order to account for the
velocities of stars in galaxies and clusters. It
doesn’t emit or reflect any light and thus far it has only been detected as a dark part of the mass that generates
gravity. In addition to rotational speeds, it has also been seen via gravitational lensing or the bending of light 9
and in the distribution of hot gases in galaxies and clusters. In fact, if it weren’t for dark matter galaxies and
clusters could not hold together. It’s great that it exists but it would be better if we knew what it was.
In 1980 a theoretical very rapid early expansion in the first microseconds called cosmic inflation was patched
into the big band theory. It was largely due to the imagination of MIT physicist Alan Guth. He proposed cosmic
inflation to account for the incredible consistency we detect
both in the large scale content i.e. homogeneity and
appearance i.e. isotropy in all directions. He realized that a
rapid early expansion could have smoothened out the
wrinkles of the very early universe. Theorists also knew
the CMB couldn’t be perfectly smooth. There had to be
pockets of slight temperature differences or any lumpy
things like galaxies and cluster of galaxies could not have
formed. If these specks of lower temperature weren’t found
in the CMB then our theories had to be scrapped. However
COBE was first to detect these cooler spots called
anisotropies. The scientific community was elated.
WMAP’s resolution of the primal lumps was even finer. These probes produced full sky maps of what has been
likened to baby pictures of our universe or seeing the face of god. The Planck satellite has detectors with even
more frequency bands and the highest resolution to-date. It was launched in May of 2009 and is expected to
detect data until the end of 2011. It will give us even clearer full sky maps and who knows what the other
surprises will be.
In the interim beginning in 1990’s two teams of astronomers, the Supernova Cosmology Project (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory) and the High-Z Supernova Search (international) were looking for distant Type
9
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Ia supernovae in order to measure the expansion rate of the universe over time. They expected to determine how
much the rate had slowed. Type Ia supernovae act as “standard candles” whose luminosity is known and can be
used to determine distances from the Earth. The early detections showed the light produced in these exploding
stars were much dimmer than expected; it was as if they were further away. As the studies ensued they were
dumbfounded. In 1998 it was determined the expansion of the universe wasn’t slowing down; it has been
accelerating for the last 5 billion years! Whatever was causing it has been labeled “dark energy” and it also has
been patched into cosmological theories.
The hot inflationary big bang theory survived the inclusion of dark energy. It has a much slower rate of
expansion compared to the incredible blinding speed of the initial cosmic inflation. On the surface at least
everything still looked rosy. However there are still a number of thorns. Back in the 1970’s Stephen Hawking
was first to mathematically demonstrate on the basis on general relativity, there should have been a singularity
in the early Big Bang. This is a point of infinite energy within a zero volume of space. The universe should have
rapidly re-collapsed upon itself into a black hole and we shouldn’t be here. There hasn’t been any really
convincing theory of how the early universe skated past the singularity. Also WMAP scientists claim the first
light was released when the universe was about 380,000 years old. This is when photons firstly and finally
broke away from other particles in the clogged up primordial cloud. The photons now form the previously
mentioned CMB. Therefore there can’t be any electromagnetic detection that can pierce behind the 380,000
mile stone. This means that all of the estimates of temperature prior to that veil are solely based on even more
speculative parts of the models.
There is a possibility we may make other kinds of detections prior to the early electromagnetic barrier.
Eventually gravitational waves might be detected and if so perhaps we could run a bead on the earliest ones all
the way back to the genesis time. There is also a possibility that neutrinos from the early universe may also be
detected since we expect they were produced in abundance. However neutrinos are very elusive and rarely
interact with other particles. There is also the possibility that some unknown early radiation may be discovered.
The challenges are formidable.
There are also other scientific genesis theories such as the cyclic universe theory that was largely developed by
physicists Paul Steinhardt and Neil Turok. They say it can also account for all the current detections. It is based
on theoretical features called branes. These are large scale sheets containing spatial dimensions, forces and
particles. These features were developed in what had begun as superstring theory but morphed into what are
now thought of as a number of intermittent theories on the road towards the still elusive M theory.10 String
theorists hope M theory when it is finally discovered will be the much sought for TOE. In any case, these kinds
of theories include seven or more extra spatial dimensions.
According to the cyclic universe theory, our universe exists on a brane and there could be an infinite number of
others in a collective called a multiverse or megaverse. When two branes are very close, separated by an extra
spatial dimension, they can collide and create a “big bang.” This generates the beginning of a new cycle within
a brane world or universe. The theory postdicts a cooler genesis or beginning period compared to standard big
bang theories. In any case the new brane world still enters the process of assembling stars, planets, moons,
galaxies & clusters and perhaps life-forms like us etc. Eventually it enters into an end cycle when dark energy
dominants and super expands and tears everything apart. The depleted brane sits idly in hyperspace until it
collides with yet another brane and the fun starts again. However, as we’ve seen, all of the problems of the early
universe such as the big bang singularity have yet to be solved and there is still room for new scientific genesis
theories.

10
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My main objective in sharing this very brief cosmological outline is to illustrate how speculative science works
to move us towards the main scientific objective: to understand, explain, describe, categorize and make
predictions and postdictions about phenomena in the natural world. Some speculative theories are born out and
others are discarded. Experimental physicists work at doing solid science meaning they aim to test i.e.
verify/falsify theories. They are often motivated by suggestions from theoretical physicists to create an
experiment or do detections to test one of their theories. If you think of science as a coin, Science with the big
“S” is the edge. Speculative science is on one side of the coin and solid science is on the other. The coin of
science needs all three “S’s” to keep on S… S… S… ing! It works best when they shake hands, cooperate and
pull together.

The Physics of Humpty Dumpty
The main reason I wrote this essay is I kept on reading wild sounding speculative theories which were
completely without any observational support. It seemed on-the-surface at least, as if scientists at times weren’t
doing much better than alien creator theorists. We see some of these speculative theories in the study of black
holes. They were firstly theorized in 1916 by the German astrophysicist Karl Schwarzschild. It was only a few
months after general relativity was published when Karl developed the first rigorous solution based on
Einstein’s field equations. His solution is called the Schwarzschild metric and it describes the gravitational field
or the curved space/time surrounding spherically symmetric
uncharged and non-rotating massive objects such as stars or
planets. Unfortunately he suddenly died in the same year but
his metric contained an unexpected outcome; it directly
predicted non-rotating black holes. When Albert Einstein and
Arthur Eddington (he was one of the first scientists after
Einstein to deeply understand general relativity11), heard of it
they resisted. They didn’t believe such bizarre objects could
exist. Since then other metrics or solutions followed include
one for rotating black holes. In the process the tide has turned
and now it is widely accepted that general relativity clearly
predicts black holes.
We also now have had numerous observations of rapidly rotating stars swarming around a dark common point
of gravity. Scientists have studied the velocities of the stars long enough to determine the mass of the hidden
object they orbit. We know monster black holes exist in the core of galaxies, including the Milky Way. Stellar
black holes have also been theoretically modeled as occurring in the wake of sufficiently large stars that end
their existence in explosions called supernovae. There have also been other gravitational studies such as those
that measure the bending of light around dark gravitational points. The majority of astronomers and
astrophysicists have little doubt that black holes exist. So, we have seen a transition from speculative science to
sound science. So far … so good, science is working.
There is much more to black holes. Each has a boundary referred to as the event horizon and once mass/energy
passes over, it’s a one way trip. It’s like the lyric in the rock song by the Eagles, Hotel California: “You can
check out any time you like. But you can never leave!” Even light cannot escape from a black hole since the
escape velocity must be greater than the speed of light. This would violate the well-tested theory of special
relativity. All of this was understood but then physicist Jacob Bekenstein predicted black holes should have a
finite, non-zero temperature and entropy. 12 In 1974 Stephen Hawking refined Bekenstein’s idea and came up
with a remarkable theory which is now called the Hawking radiation. He showed that black holes radiate and
11
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slowly evaporate. In 1928 the work of the British physicist Paul Dirac led to the idea that even the vacuum of
empty space/time is a very busy place. Pairs of temporary, fleeting particles called virtual particles are
appearing and disappearing everywhere; only they can never be directly detected13 but their results are well
known. Space/time is populated by these ghostly particles and it was even labeled “the Dirac Sea.” Virtual pairs
are oppositely charged and left to their normal interactions when the two meet they dissipate back into the fabric
of space/time.
However when virtual pairs appear
near a black hole’s event horizon
Hawking’s theory implied that one
can be drawn into the black hole while
the other can pick up energy from the
enormous gravitational field, become
a permanent particle and escape.
Hawking’s calculations and formula
therefore showed that black holes
aren’t completely dark; they radiate
just like other common warm objects
e.g. black coal, black frying or baking
pans etc. It is called black body
radiation. Over time black holes
would evaporate and disappear. The
calculations show that smaller ones
radiate faster than larger ones and the
smaller they get the hotter they
become. They end their existence in a
short gamma ray burst.
It was a very convincing theory. It combined elements of thermodynamics, relativity, gravity and Stephen’s
own work on Big Bang physics. It was a short equation and a thing of beauty and many physicists thought
Stephen was on target. Over time, the major problem was (and still is) we have never detected the Hawking
radiation. Black holes are very far away and we simply don’t have the technology that can directly detect the
faint Hawking radiation around them. However there may be many micro black holes (MBH); relics of the
energetic early universe and these should be bursting in different places all over space/time. Outer space
detectors such as the GLAST satellite have been searching for their gamma rays but have never detected it.
There is also a possibility that MBH might be created in the latest and most powerful particle collider in the
world, Large Hadron Collider (LHC) near Geneva, Switzerland. 14 If so and Hawking is right, it is thought we
should be able to observe the Hawking radiation as they rapidly evaporate.
Different mechanisms have been suggested to explain the dynamics of Hawking radiation15 but I’m going to
simplify it. The question I ask is: whether the energy of gravity is in the form that can transform a virtual
particle into a permanent one? Recall, we don’t understand how gravity works in the micro-realm. It makes
more sense to me that if such transitions occur, the energy would have to be in the electromagnetic form i.e.
photons. We know that normally in the tiny environs of common atoms, ions and molecules, for example,
virtual photons are the exchange elements that transfer energy between charged particles like electrons or
13
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protons. These transfers are real and we detect their results all of the time. However, the amount of energy
required to nudge a virtual particle into a real one is enormous.
Virtual photons are assumed to and probably do appear around black holes and gravity interacts with everything
but it may not be able to boost them into the permanent state. Nature is selective and its processes can be very
specific. The target particles and the radiation particles have to be compatible or the radiation can’t be absorbed.
If it weren’t so, we couldn’t even see colors. Clouds are white because the droplets or the molecules reflect and
scatter the full range of the visible spectrum of light. The sky is blue since most of the wavelengths or colors of
light pass right through the atmosphere. Only the blue end or shorter wave lengths interact and are absorbed by
the atmospheric gases. These are then emitted and scattered in all directions.
There are also experiments from colliders that crash electrons into each other. Physicists have the chamber
aligned with detectors and they can determine what comes out of these bangs. What we see depends on the how
hard the crashes are. In some we see photons, electrons and positrons flying out. If the collision is very
energetic we see protons and neutrons and their anti-particles. We have even seen whole atoms emerge. You
might wonder how this is possible since electrons aren’t made of protons, neutrons or atoms. The answer is the
collision consists of energy and some of it gets converted into these heavier particles. This is sound science
based on Einstein’s equation E = Mc2.16 However there is more to it. The energy that is released is
electromagnetic in form and it provides the energy so some virtual
particles are transferred into permanent particles that we can detect.
As we’ve just seen, we have evidence that electromagnetic (EM)
energy can make the foresaid transitions. It is easy to understand. EM
energy can be absorbed by virtual primary subatomic parts such as,
electrons, protons and perhaps even excited neutrons since they also
consist of quarks that are electrically charged. Even two of the three
weak nuclear force’s carriers are also electrically charged. This presents
a lot of targets that could rapidly absorb EM energy. And again, we
don’t yet know why or how gravity works on the micro-scale. Can it do
the same? I have lots of doubts. In any case you can see the range of opinions within speculative science.
Earlier I mentioned that micro black holes might be created in the Large Hadron Collider and this is one of
several expectations. However, I say if they appear & we detect their radiation as they rapidly dissipate, it
would still not really confirm the Hawking radiation. Here’s why. The LHC smashes protons and other
electrically charged particles into each other. If MBH formed and radiated none of it would be the result of a
kick from gravity strong enough to transform virtual photons into real ones. This is, again, the vital feature of
the Hawking radiation. Many of the particles that are formed in collider experiments are very unstable. It could
be said they have a bad case of the quantum jitters and they break down into simpler elements and energy. I t
would probably be difficult to determine if a MBH was ever among any massive micro particles that emerged.
All of the particles would most probably follow a similar path to rapid oblivion. It wouldn’t mean any of the
radiation was the theoretical Hawking radiation.
Whether Hawking radiation is real or not, it did spark off “the black hole war.” It all started when Stephen
Hawking, then of Cambridge University, declared that information was lost in black holes. The following isn’t
the way Stephen explained it but I’m taking license in order to again, simplify things. Let us assume you had a
super high-tech movie camera and videotaped a house being burned down. Let’s assume it recorded every
interaction. In principle quantum mechanics requires that none of the information is lost. If you could capture
16
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all the particles (even though it’s very difficult and beyond our
current technologies) and run the processes backwards the house
would reappear. All the particles released in the fire are distinctive
regardless of the state they are in. The information is scrambled
but in principle it’s still there. However, the Hawking radiation
leaks energy away from black holes but it is non-distinctive.
Stephen implied you cannot trace a history of where the radiation
originated.
Hawking was saying the information isn’t simply scrabbled, it’s
destroyed. If a comet had been drawn into a black hole all that
comes out is Hawking radiation. The only information the
Hawking radiation contains is basic quantum qualities. It doesn’t
contain any signatures or links that can connect it to the broken up,
twisted and mangled comet or to anything that falls into a black
hole. To make matters even worse his calculations proved that
black holes themselves eventually evaporate and disappear. This
means that information is not only lost in black holes but also to the universe at large. This came to be called the
black hole information paradox.
It is all a little bit like the tale of Humpty Dumpty. He fell off the wall and broke up into pieces. “All of the
king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put Humpty back together again.” The king’s men & horses
suffered from a technological problem, it was beyond their abilities. However in principle, all the pieces and
information were on the ground. Hawking was saying, in effect, if Humpy Dumpty fell into a black hole he
would be a complete goner. It didn’t depend on technology or “know how” because all of the information on
Humpty Dumpty just disappeared. The Hawking radiation didn’t contain a single bit of information that could
be traced back to him. If you want to disappear without a trace … jump into a black hole!
What Hawking claimed wasn’t simply just clever physics. As we will see, his statements shook the edifice of
physics. The principle of information conservation is a pillar of quantum mechanics. Many great minds since
have attacked Hawking’s mathematics and the implications of his theory. Let me say all the issues about what
might happen to information within black holes is very complex and I will not go into the technical details.
Suffice it to say there might be ways for the Hawking radiation to convey information but it depends on
unknown details; 17 all of it is speculative. However my speculation, if true, may cut the information robbers offat-the-pass. If gravity cannot give permanent life to virtual particles then it is all a no go. I think this issue is at
the heart of the matter, regardless of the route any theorist wants to take. If gravity can’t fire up virtual particles
into permanent ones then, there can’t be any Hawking radiation. It means black holes don’t have a front door
leak, at least of the sort described in his theory.
Leonard Susskind, of Stanford University, was one of a small
group of physicists who attended Hawking’s physics-shaking
presentation. It was actually held in 1981 in the fully equipped
attic seminar room of a San Francisco mansion, owned by a
physics enthusiast and somewhat famed EST seminar
developer and marketer, Erhard Werner. What Stephen said
probably went over the heads of most of the attendees except
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and especially Susskind and the Dutch physicist Gerard `t Hooft. 18 The fallout
from information loss is immense. Physics and science in general is all about
information. If it can be lost in black holes then quantum mechanics which is
based on probabilities, dictates it could also happen elsewhere. The
probability is low, but not impossible. To have it happen on your front yard
may take an enormous amount of time but there is a small probability that a
rock, tree or anything else can disappear. It also disconnects the beloved
notion of causality or more simply stated: cause and effect as it relates to the
physical processes studied by physicists. In other words, if information
disappears so will links on the chain of cause and effect. The principle of
conservation of information is closely allied to the well established principle
of the conservation of energy embodied in the first law of thermodynamics.
Energy cannot be created or destroyed. It can only be transformed into
different forms e.g. kinetic, potential, chemical, electrical, nuclear, and
thermal (heat). However its total value must be preserved, otherwise the universe leaks energy and along with it,
information. Anyone of these threats standing alone is significant but the black hole information paradox
released all of these demons.
In 1976 Hawking had actually published his case in a scientific paper but it didn’t get that much attention. It is
as Susskind points out; it takes an opposition before a war can start. This is exactly what began on that day in
Erhard Werner’s attic seminar room. Stephen was telling them something, and he had the proof drawn on the
board, a Penrose diagram of a black hole. Hawking had exposed a potentially devastating flaw that cut through
the heart of physics. No better drama could have been staged. After the seminar ended and most people were
gone, it was Leonard and Gerard alone staring silently at the diagram while Stephen sat in his chair wearing his
angelic/devilish grin. Hawking had astonished and silenced the two powerful minds.
I can well imagine what probably went through their minds. More than any of the facts must have been the
feeling that Hawking had tossed the keys of the kingdom of heaven straight into hell. Susskind was highly
disturbed by the presentation. He admits that afterwards he was in something of a daze. After the emotional
turmoil settled, he and Gerard `t Hooft publically declared an idea war on Hawking. Soon the sides were drawn.
It started out with Susskind and `t Hooft on one side and Stephen Hawking on the other. Over time members of
the superstring theory community joined Susskind and `t Hooft, while some general relativistic physicists sided
with Hawking. There were some interim conferences and communiqués where the two groups crossed swords.
The details of the account can be read in Leonard’s almost 450 page book, entitled: “The Black Hole War: My
Battle with Stephen Hawking to Make the World Safe for Quantum Mechanics” It hit the market in 2008. I read
every word of it and it’s an informative and sometimes even entertaining work.19 My purpose isn’t to
summarize his book but it’s to illustrate the important details for the purposes of this essay. Those who want to
learn more of the technical details can simply read his book.

Are There Holographs on the Event Horizons of Black Holes?
It took over two decades before Susskind and `t Hooft came up with an answer that, borrowing from the subtitle
of Susskind’s book: “made the world safe for quantum mechanics.” Susskind strongly believed, and he writes
“knew” that Stephen was wrong but he just didn’t know why. He researched everything he could find on black
holes, looking for clues for any mechanism that might preserve information. Much time passed and he wasn’t
any closer to a solution. In the summer of 1994 he spent some time with `t Hooft in Holland at the University of
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Utrecht. Gerard was working on a radical sounding idea. He said that if you could view the microscopic Planck sized details on the walls of his office, it would contain every bit of information about what was in the interior
of the room. He had even mentioned it in a paper he had published a few months earlier. Susskind had also been
thinking about the same theme. He thought that in some unknown way every bit of information is stored far
away at the most distant boundaries of space. It’s all similar to what we call a holograph and this was the
beginnings of what is now known as the holographic principle.
A holograph is a two dimensional film that when illuminated by laser light produces a three dimensional image
i.e. a hologram of the information on film. The information on the film is in pixel form and when you look at it
with the naked eye, it’s a blur. `t Hooft and Susskind were implying that our universe, everything in it,
including us is a hologram or more precisely something unknown that is hologram-like. `t Hooft’s specific
paper was titled “Dimensional Reduction in Quantum Gravity” and it preceded Susskind’s by some months.
Susskind’s paper was more popular largely due to its punchy title: “The World as a Hologram.” It was certainly
an attention grabber.
The holographic principle by itself did little to solve the problem at hand and Susskind pressed on. As he
thought about black hole event horizons he realized there were two different points of observation that could be
significant. Here is my summary of an account that Susskind shared on an episode of “Through the Wormhole”
hosted by the actor Morgan Freeman. It is entitled “The Riddle of Black Holes” and was aired on the Science
Channel. Imagine an astronaut, Alice, left her spaceship and started to fall towards the nearby black hole. She
wouldn’t feel anything much even as she passed through the event horizon. Now Bob is a safe distance back in
the comfort of the spaceship. Bob sees Alice moving continually away as she advances towards the event
horizon. When she gets there her image becomes frozen and just stays there. According to Einstein’s General
Theory of Relativity this happens because the stronger a field of gravity becomes (i.e. Alice on the event
horizon) the slower time moves relative to an observer in a weaker field of gravity (i.e. Bob in the distant space
ship). It means black holes act as relativistic time machines.
Here is something that Susskind didn’t mention. Bob had to have aimed and kept a strong beam of light on
Alice or she would have quickly disappeared from view. The other possibility is some fairly nearby star was
shining the necessary light. In any event the light would hit Alice, interact and be routed back to Bob’s eyes. It
is only then that he would see her image frozen on the event horizon. However, after Alice crosses the event
horizon her frozen image should in short-order disappear. It would take as much time as the last reflected light
off of her takes to travel back to Bob’s eyes. After she is over the point of no return, the place from which no
signal can escape, there is no longer anything that the light can interact with. Alice’s frozen image would
completely disappear from Bob’s view.
Leonard writes that string theory claims that when things slow down as they approach black holes they also
appear to distant observers to grow as unbounded images due to their jittering inner structures.20 This may be
true but only if string theory is a correct theory of nature. The idea is that stringy things jitter or vibrate and this
would reflect and distort light, causing the phenomena. To illustrate this, Susskind shared a second version of
Alice drifting towards the black hole but this time she is inside an airplane with its propeller spinning. 21 Just as
you cannot see the blades of an electric fan as it spins at high speeds the same is true for spinning airplane
props. However as Alice in her airplane glides toward the back hole, time for her slows and Bob at a distance
begins to see the outlines of the propellers. This is the same thing that happens when you take photographs of
spinning blades with high speed cameras. The still photos of blades are the same as if you slowed down the
20
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propellers; in both cases they come into view. Susskind went on to explain that as the airplane continued, Bob
would see images of multiple copies of interconnected propellers. They would form in a circular fashion around
each other and continue to grow. Each added circular level of propellers appears to Bob as being smaller but the
image would in quick order fill the entire horizon. Susskind says it would go on to infinity.
I firstly doubted that Bob could see the growing monster image since this is
something that happens on the micro-level of strings caused by their quantum
jitters. I thought if string theory is correct then this process would occur on levels
that are astronomically smaller than what Bob’s eyes can see. However Susskind
points out things appear to grow as they slow down due to increasing time
resolution.22 Even if that is true whatever else fell towards the event horizon; such
as electrons, protons and other subatomic particles, should also become visible to
Bob. If he sees images of multiple micro-objects it must be a blur.
Here is something else that Susskind didn’t mention about Alice’s journey,
feeling it was too gruesome. It doesn’t really matter whether Alice is only in her space suit or inside the
airplane. As Alice continues on her journey she certainly doesn’t notice anything different about the pace of
time in her frame of reference. However as she continues towards the black hole’s center, gravity and its tidal
effect literally stretches her body in what is sometimes likened to dough being drawn out into spaghetti. This
occurs since the gravitational/tidal force is higher on Alice’s feet (assuming she’s falling in feet first) than on
her head. Alice continues to literally get stretched as she falls toward the black hole’s center. It’s the end of
Alice; she gets stretched to death.
In any case we have seen different perspectives on what Alice & Bob see. This is when Susskind got creative.
He realized it is similar to the complementary principle in quantum mechanics. It tells us that subatomic
particles23 can act as particles or waves. It all depends on the structure of the experiment. Set it as a single slit
experiment and you will always see bullet-like imprints. It is evidence that particles had hit the screen. Set it up
as a double slit experiment and light and dark lines appear on the screen. It is clear evidence of wave interaction
leaving their imprint. 24 25 Of course you can see the complementary principle in quantum mechanics applies to
the micro-realm; while thus far Susskind’s really refers to different points of view in the macro-realm based on
what Alice & Bob see. 26 He called it the complementary principle of black holes.
Susskind connected the dots between the black hole complementary principle and the holographic principle. He
now had a mechanism that he thought preserves information. The holograph on the event horizon contains all of
the information from whatever fell into the black hole. It’s frozen and cannot go anywhere, even though it
would keep recording more information over time. The Hawking radiation that he never questioned would pass
through the holograph, interact and therefore pick up information and take it to the outside world.
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Here are some last points for this section. Let’s assume that Bob succeeds in seeing Alice’s frozen image as per
Susskind’s first example and it remained intact for a time. Alice’s image appears to Bob to be frozen on the
event horizon but it is due to Alice’s image having been gradually super-stretched. However the light that
constitutes her image is only relevant to Bob’s detectors i.e. his two eyes and they are far away. If Bob moved
closer towards the image the more it would change and eventually it would disappear. In other words it is a
temporary mirage produced by the black hole gravity on the shape of space/time and its relativistic effects. I
don’t think that there was anything real that got imprinted on the black hole’s event horizon. Therefore there
can’t be a holograph on the event horizon unless his monster image generated by the quantum jitters of stringy
things can generate one.
The holograph principle implies our universe is a place with trillions of nested holographs. There is the one that
is supposedly “the mother holograph” and it is somewhere on the edge of our universe. Then Susskind’s
speculation places them on or near the event horizons of black holes. There are probably trillions of those. And
the original t` Hooft speculation implies there is one in every room of every building. In his book, Susskind
includes the example of Grant’s Tomb. Its outer encasing is supposedly a holograph that contains all the
information within it. What about closets, drawers, shoe boxes etc.? Are
we to suppose there is one within every enclosure regardless of its material
make-up? What about a can of beans, is the can a holograph? What of the
outer skins of: plants, people, and animals etc.? Are they also holographs?
Where ever the line is drawn our universe contains a lot of holographs,
within holographs … within holographs. Talk about Matryoshka or
Russian nesting dolls, the holographic principle wins hands down.
Another point is that in normal holography the film in a sense contains the
hologram or image. However in the holographic principle the reverse is
also true. We also have to think of holograms as containing holographs. If the universe is a hologram then black
holes must also be holograms. Yet, Susskind claims that on or near their event horizons there are also
holographs. The holographs within holograms theme continues as deeply as one applies the holographic
principle. This further complicates the picture giving the holographic universe a two-tiered inter-nesting. For
what it’s worth, I find it difficult to believe.
In any case Leonard isn’t here to answer my questions/objections so let’s push on to see what he did next.

Superstring Theory to the Rescue
Susskind realized the holographic principle and the complementary principle together weren’t convincing
enough to make his case. He decided the answer may be within the changing superstring theory pond. He is
after all one of the originators of this branch of physics. Superstring theory is a highly technical branch of
physics which has been in development for over 20 years. In its early period it picked up steam after
formulating a string theory of gravity. Theorists then set their sights on using it to discover the missing Theory
of Everything or the Unified Field Theory that I alluded to earlier. Physicists want to find and place the top
stone on the pyramid of physics that would make sense of all of the other established theories in the lower tiers.
String theory started off with wiggly open-ended and closed or looped strings and some extra spatial
dimensions. Soon, all of the extra hidden super partner particles from a separate theory called super-symmetry
were patched in. This is how string theory became “superstring theory.” It was proposed that each known
particle has a related partner particle but of the opposite form. The known photon is a boson (i.e. energy carrier)
but its hidden partner must be a fermion (i.e. a matter building particle) called a “photino.” In this manner and
as if by some strokes of a pen the number of particles doubled. The difference is the Standard Model particles
have been detected while none of the super-symmetric particles have. If these extra theoretical particles exist

they cannot have the same mass as their Standard Model partners since they should have already been
detected.27 In any case these extra particles helped to calm down or avoid infinities and these are the extreme
enemies of mathematical physics. 28 In addition to strings other contraptions were patched into the theory; such
as, branes we discussed earlier. In time, they even combined elements such as connecting strings to branes.
In the early 1990’s they had discovered hundreds of thousands of string theories but five separate
mathematically consistent one were known. This was somewhat surprising. Shouldn’t there be one unique
theory? In 1995 Edward Witten of the Advanced Studies Institute at Princeton spoke at a string theory
conference in Los Angeles and declared the five theories were really equivalent. They were solutions to a
missing overlord theory he dubbed “M Theory” which we previously mentioned. The string theory physics
community has been hard at work trying to formulate it, but so far without success.
Recall Susskind used a feature of superstring theory that indicates that all stringy things have the quantum jitters
which means they wiggle and vibrate. I think this is Susskind’s best hope for a holograph being generated on
black hole horizons. If this is true, the information may be there. To Susskind this possibility must have been a
bingo moment. He had just thought of the dynamics of how the complementary principle connects to the
holographic principle. If information was smeared across the event horizon of a black hole it could act just like
a holograph. The information on a holographic film is also smeared and scrambled. It has to be decoded by a
mathematical algorithm or by shining a laser light on it. If an event horizon were the same it could interact with
the outgoing Hawking radiation and it would take information out to the outside universe. His case was
becoming stronger. None of this required any elaborate mathematics but he knew in the absence of detections
he needed something mathematical to bolster his argument. 29
In physics, one cannot say that information exists in an esoteric state by itself or apart from the particles/waves
and bits and pieces that make up our universe. The stringy images may be smeared on the event horizon but I
ask for how long? Once an object has passed through the event horizon why doesn’t its image cease? It would
be analogous to erasing information from a holographic film. However, it may remain on the event horizon long
enough for some Hawking radiation to interact and carry away bits of information. If so, Susskind’s black hole
holographs would be of the sort which rapidly changes. If there were a lull in incoming particles, for example,
the holograph should become blank or vanish. In any case let’s proceed to his next step.
Mathematical physics is part of speculative science in that equations begin as proposals about some elements of
reality. Just because someone puts some math to a physics problem it doesn’t mean they are right or that they
have solved something. However math is a crucial part of the process of science. Physicist often take license in
doing theoretical research using formulae they know either may not, does not and/or cannot represent real
things within our universe. They do this in order to simplify the mathematical modeling and/or to make a case
to apply their findings to the real world. One example was the inclusion of the super-symmetric particles we just
discussed. They may not exist but they are still entrenched in formulae. Another example is the use of an anti de
Sitter space model (ADS). It is a theoretical universe that is devoid of matter but contains negative space/time
curvature. The space/time within an ADS curves inward onto itself and that is why it is said to have negative
curvature. If you could draw a triangle within such a universe its angles would add up to less than 180°.
Physicists found it can be a good model within which to test theoretical black hole dynamics. It has many
27
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properties similar to the interior of a box but one that cannot be swallowed by a black hole. This is due to its
walls having such a repulsive force that the black hole can never make contact with one. 30 Nothing from the
inside can escape and nothing can enter from the outside. Since the ADS walls are impenetrable Susskind
thought they would make ideal membranes that act as holographs, two dimensional sheets that if imbued with
information could create three dimensional images or holograms inside the box. 31
It was within an ADS model that a brilliant Argentinean physicist Juan Maldacena worked his physics. In 1997
he published a landmark paper entitled, “The Large N Limit of Superconformal Field Theories and
Supergravity.” He applied string theory and included stacks of branes with strings attached to different
members within the stacks. It turned out strings come in different qualities referred to as color. They way they
interact are similar to that of the rules governing quantum chromodynamics (QCD) that govern the known
quarks and gluons, the carriers of the strong nuclear force. This was good news as it made a connection between
theoretical strings and some confirmed particles within the Standard Model of Particle Physics. With all of the
pieces in the ADS box, he moved them about mathematically perhaps somewhat like a master chess player. In
the end he showed that two worlds built in ADS [one with four dimensions of space and one of time (4 + 1) one
with three dimensions of space and one of time (3 + 1)] are equivalent. When physicists find two different ways
to describe the same system they say the two descriptions are dual to each other. He had found duality in two
systems that differ in the number of spatial dimensions and that added to the novelty. This duality theme also
plays out in a 2 + 1 dimensional ADS (including QCD but without gravity) world equaling a 3 + 1 dimensional
ADS with QCD & gravity. The later is a good a description of what a holograph does. It’s a flat two
dimensional film that when illuminated creates a three dimensional hologram. 32 Maldacena’s mathematical
duality was a triumph and was celebrated by the string theory community.
Edward Witten may have been first to made a clear connection between Maldacena’s mathematical discovery
and the holographic principle. Within two months he published his own paper entitled “Anti De Sitter Space
and Holography.” It was early 1998 when Witten’s paper fell into Susskind’s lap. Its contents added the
finishing touches to his argument. After studying it he wrote: “… I knew the Black Hole War was finished.” 33
As it turned out, Stephen didn’t surrender. It wasn’t until July 24, 2004 that he made a presentation of his new
found faith that black holes really do destroy information at the GR 17 Meeting in Dublin, Ireland. He wasn’t
convinced by the Susskind/ t` Hoof solution but had found his own reasons. To put it into a nut shell, he thinks
the information is preserved within the black holes in some entangled and jumbled stringy mess that could be
released back into the universe, however he doesn’t clearly say when it happens or how.
I copied a paragraph and the one I think is most pertinent and easiest to understand, from the conclusion of
Hawking’s short follow-up paper entitled, “Black Hole Information Loss.” It was published on September 15,
2005.
How does information get out of a black hole? My work with Hartle 34 showed the radiation could be thought of
as tunneling out from inside the black hole. It was therefore not unreasonable to suppose that it could carry
information out of the black hole. This explains how a black hole can form and then give out the information
about what is inside it while remaining topologically trivial. There is no baby universe branching off, as I once
thought. The information remains firmly in our universe. I’m sorry to disappoint science fiction fans, but if
information is preserved, there is no possibility of using black holes to travel to other universes. If you jump
into a black hole, your mass energy will be returned to our universe but in a mangled form which contains the
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information about what you were like but in a state where it cannot be easily recognized. It is like burning an
encyclopedia. Information is not lost, if one keeps the smoke and the ashes. But it is difficult to read. In
practice, it would be too difficult to re-build a macroscopic object like an encyclopedia that fell inside a black
hole from information in the radiation, but the information preserving result is important for microscopic
processes involving virtual black holes. If these had not been unitary, there would have been observable effects,
like the decay of baryons.35
“Unitary” or “unitarity” is a term used in probabilities as is applied to processes in physics. If a process is
unitary the sum of the all the probable outcomes equal 1 or 100%. He is saying that virtual black holes must
dissipate completely without any unaccounted or lost energy. If there were any lost energy siphoned off it
would interact with baryonic matter (these particles make up common matter all around us) and cause it to
decay or disappear. We don’t see this happening. Overall Stephen is now saying that whatever goes into a black
hole comes out i.e. it is unitary even though it may take a very long time. Therefore the process is consistent and
information isn’t lost. (We do not yet have any evidence of virtual black holes. They could only show signs of
their fleeting existence in very high energy interactions).

The Strangest War Ever Waged
The reason I walked you through the Black Hole War was to illustrate how controversy occurs within
speculative science. I even interspersed some of my speculative counter-points along the trail but I wasn’t part
of the debate. The argument was really waged on the basis of known scientific principles mixed with
speculations about them and on new theoretical structures & processes. In the beginning it really was
Hawking’s opinion versus Susskind and t` Hooft’s. The interesting thing is the war inspired at least two new
speculative theories: the black hole complementary principle and the holographic principle. However, even
Juan Maldacena’s ADS studies used to bolster the holographic principle are mathematical concepts played out
within an imaginary world. Our universe doesn’t have the ADS negative curvature; it’s expanding with an
increasing acceleration. ADS is also devoid of matter but Maldacena’s explorations include it. Such
comparisons are commonly made in theoretical physics based on the duality doctrine but there is still room for
doubt.
The black hole war wasn’t solved by any detections or experiments like the early 20 th century battle over the
reality of atoms. In fact in the light of supported or solid science you can say that nothing in the Black Hole War
was really solved. On the main stage there was simply one man who changed his opinion after almost thirty
years of differing. However there are still some Hawking supporters who didn’t jump ship with the captain.
Although the evidence for black holes is established, speculations about their inner workings and processes
continue. They may turn out to be stranger than what any of our current theories imply.
This doesn’t mean that I don’t think such speculative theories are without value. Far from it, perhaps some of
them are correct. Neither was the black hole controversy trivial as we saw great scientific minds debating and
theorizing. In a way it’s at the heart of science; much can be learned even by us innocent by-standers &
observers. Further, without speculative science the entire train of science would quickly derail. If science is to
continue to proceed it needs controversies, new ideas clashing against the old. One must always remember that
science is a human activity and therefore the brilliance of our species can come to forebear, however our lower
impulses such as: jealousy, envy, hatred and revenge can also rear their ugly faces.
There is also the tendency of those engaged in speculative science to sometimes overstate the effectiveness of
their theories. Susskind refers to the holographic principle as an established principle in physics. It certainly
isn’t on par with the principle of relativity and its offshoots the Special and General theories of Relativity,
Heisenberg Principle of Uncertainty, the Pauli Exclusion Principle etc. which have survived numerous tests.
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However it is correct to say the holographic principle is being studied by more physicists; especially in the
wake of Maldacena’s paper and probably Witten’s summary. In my language, it is growing in acceptance
among some scientists engaged in speculative science. This is a good thing provided the participants are not
blind-sided to genuine weaknesses and closed to other possibilities.
There is much we don’t know of the Susskind/ t` Hoof holographic principle. To be clear, they haven’t
specifically said the universe is literally a hologram but rather it is like-one. The holograms we know are not
animated; they’re stills, illuminated by laser beams but obviously everything isn’t static. They have told us what
the universe might be, but nothing of the how and/or why such holographs work. If there is a universal
boundary/holograph where is it? How is the universal holograph illuminated? It can’t be the CMB we discussed
earlier. If that were so, then the universe should not have existed prior to the release of the CMB from the
primordial clogged-up-cloud. Further the CMB must be within the holograph and itself be part of the universal
hologram. Susskind wasn’t kidding when he claimed the holographic principle works in some unknown
manner.
Susskind is also a champion or supporter of the multiverse or megaverse theory. It is also speculative and
currently completely without observational support. It might be true and has been used as part of an explanation
for the fine-tuned values of the constants of nature. We have detected and measured them and if they didn’t
have these values or very close to them, life and us couldn’t be here. This good fortune has been termed the
“anthropic principle.” The multiverse is something like a bubble bath. Each bubble has a unique size and
reflects light slightly differently and this is analogous to each universe having differing laws and values for the
constants of nature. There are supposedly many more bubble universes that can’t accommodate life as their
constants are off-the-track. The universes that contain life are said to have been selected by a process called
anthropic selection.
When you connect the multiverse theory with the holographic principle we have to assume that each bubble
universe is surrounded by a different holograph. Recall it is said our universe arose during an initial period of
blinding rapid expansion, termed “cosmic inflation.” In multiverse theories cosmic inflation is said to keep on
going forever, leaving bubble universes in its wake. It is termed “eternal inflation.” If this was/is so … how did
inflation create each different holograph that encompasses each bubble universe? And then what activates each
holograph in a multiverse? Does it come from an immediate neighbor bubble? Is there some unknown
multiversal radiation? It all beats me but maybe Susskind or someone else will come up with a theory!

Science or Fantasy: What Keeps Speculative Science on the Rails?
Ideally theories in speculative science should be potentially testable. In many cases we may be years away from
being able to do practical tests, experiments or to make detections. There are speculative theories that deal with
things that are currently or perhaps even completely out of observational reach. We saw this earlier in
discussing the CMB, the oldest thing ever detected. We cannot in principle detect photons from behind the early
universe’s electromagnetic or CMB barrier. We also hit a similar barrier in the exploration of the micro-realm
and it is the Planck scale. It matters little how resolute be your microscope or how powerful be your particle
collider. Below this point photons and fundamental particles cannot trek. This border defines where we can no
longer make micro-detections. Similarly there is a barrier in the macro-realm on the far reaches of outer space
referred to as the cosmic horizon. It is at the outer reach of electromagnetic signals; the dividing line between
detectable/undetectable light.
However there may be hope of eventually using other kinds of detections that may pierce some of these veils.
We saw this in the CMB barrier. Recall, the hope is we may be able to detect gravitational waves, neutrinos or
discover some new radiation. We also might find the Standard model particles are not elementary or
fundamental, meaning they are made up of smaller entities. If we find these littler pieces then it might lead to a
new age of detections that could push back all of the current barriers. In the meantime we shouldn’t allow them,

even if we think they are permanent, to block scientific modeling. Therefore you can see why I say, making
detections is important in solid, supported science but some theories in speculative science are without them.
However, speculative science still isn’t a free-for- all; there are several other important bars. Theories can be
falsified simply due to reason and speculative theories need to be rationally sound. Another issue relates to a
theory’s explanatory power, especially towards solving scientific problems, anomalies and mysteries. A theory
might make reasonable suggestions that add light to obscurities. There is also the important issue of predictions
& postdictions. Even if a theory has several undetected parameters, it is very convincing when it forecasts
phenomena or creates a clearer picture of past events. Finally there are mathematical issues. A theory’s
mathematics must be consistent and that means free from anomalies such as infinites. Even some well-known
theories are only partially confirmed but are still highly respected. Einstein’s general relativity is an example.
Despite its numerous successes, its gravitational waves and the space/time frame dragging have yet to be
confirmed. It shows that parts of a theory can be supported while others are still speculative. The speculative
parts can still be falsified or shown to be due to factors outside of the theory’s range. There isn’t any deadline
… sometimes the process can take decades or even longer.
When I was a maturing boy growing up in Toronto my friends and I discussed whether the universe and we
were merely part of a dream. God was dreaming and “we just happened to be in it.” A number of us expressed
disbelief, but I vividly remember one of the comments, “Hey, you never know!” The modern technological
version of this is: the universe and we are in a computer program. Some superior intelligence programmed a
super computer and “we just happen to be in it.” How can we tell which theory qualifies as a speculative
scientific theory? Are there any determinant differences amongst the holographic principle, it’s all a computer
program, it’s all God’s dream and alien creator theories?
If one says the universe and we are all in a super-computer program there isn’t any way to really test it. It would
mean everything we do is part of the program. Even if we discover that everything, including space/time, is
quantized and has a discrete nature i.e. made up of parts and one draws an analogy to the pixels, bits and bytes
of computers it is not conclusive. On the other hand, why don’t things occasionally flutter like they sometimes
do on my computer screen?
Dr. Rich Terrell of the Jet Propulsion Laboratories (JPL) appeared on the “Through the Wormhole” episode
entitled “Is There a Creator?” He believes that with computer power doubling about every 13 years we may be
about 50 years away from being able to create computerized simulations of worlds. These could include suns,
planets, moons and even life forms such as people. He thinks people of the next generation or so may actually
play god and even alter the laws of physics in simulated worlds. I don’t know if he’s right but I certainly doubt
his timeline. There would have to be great advances in holography towards the production of moving
holograms. Without real moving three dimensional images the inhabitants of any 2 dimensional worlds would
be stuck in what string theorists refer to as flatland. It’s a 2 spatial dimensional space and one of time (2 + 1)
and one we encountered earlier. I just didn’t put the label on it.
You might think we watch movies on flat screens and it looks very much like three dimensional space. It’s true,
but we are in a three dimensional world looking at two dimensional screens. What we see is an illusion created
by our brains. Flatlanders wouldn’t have the benefit of our experience, they can’t know of/or visualize in three
spatial dimensions. Moving about for them would be far more restrictive. They could move up/down, sideways,
in angles, circles and curves and even in combinations of the aforementioned. If the programmers didn’t give
the inhabitants the ability to pass through each other like ghosts, they would often literally bump into each
other. None of this would be anything like our world, so you can see why Dr. Terrell’s timeline could be
seriously flawed. We are probably very far from creating computer generated Star Trek-like holodecks that
generate animated “people” within three dimensional scenes.

My main point is if we are
currently in such a simulation there
isn’t any way to find out. Let’s
assume we are in one, but then so
might be our programmers. They
would also not be able to test the
theory. In other words, like the
alien creator theory, it suffers from
a sequential regress problem. The
problems here are even worse.
There is no way to know how many
generations of simulations and
programmers are in the nested
loop. There also wouldn’t be any
way to tell whether there was a real
past, since the simulation you are in
only begins relative to “you” when you become conscious. All of the evidence for the past and that about
everyone else is merely part of the simulation. Therefore the computer simulation theories may be science
fiction but they are not theoretical science. 36
Even the Susskind/t` Hooft holographic principle wanders very close to the science fiction\speculative science
dividing line. Susskind admits that in the early days most other physicists were puzzled. It all seemed more like
an illusion than physics. He even wrote a paragraph that echoes this dilemma:
On the way out of England, I still had no idea that in less than five years, mathematical physics would come to
embrace one of the most philosophically disturbing ideas of all time: in a certain sense, the solid threedimensional world of experience is a mere illusion. And I had no idea this radical breakthrough would change
the course of the Black Hole War. 37
However, the holographic principle does have some mathematical backing and explanatory power. We’ve seen
some of this in its take on theoretical black hole dynamics. It is also touted to do much in explaining quantum
gravity and even things about the nuclei of atoms. 38 I think it is a theory that has a long way to go but belongs
within speculative science. How far it will go is anyone’s guess; but for what it’s worth … I’m skeptical.
Of course the “we’re in God’s dream theory” suffers from the
same limitations as the super-computer scenarios. It also
appeals to an unknown god/supernatural agent and therefore it
may be speculative religion but it doesn’t qualify as theoretical
science. As we’ve seen the alien creator theory isn’t a
“parsimonious explanation,” meaning it is not the simplest
sound solution and is completely without any solid evidence.
There isn’t one clear signature of any alien tinkering in the
fossil record or anywhere else. However it struck me that
someone should start a religion based on creator aliens as the
programmers of a computer simulation. Just think they
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wouldn’t even have to get their hands dirty; except on whatever would be their analog to our primitive
keyboards. Our universe and we would be in an alien generated simulation. When they come back … we will
not be able to know who they really are, even if they were to create humans under controlled conditions. It
could all just be part of the program … and we couldn’t perform any test to determine whether they or anything
else is real. Somebody should tell the founders of UFO religions about this. It’s better than anything they’ve got
going!
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After Word
In the future I will be posting articles about my physics/cosmology theory called Vibe Theory (VT). It will be
presented as a contender towards the much sought for theory of everything or the unified field theory. VT
claims the known particles within the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) consist of tinier particles,
generally called preons. These are the constituents of the SM particles of matter and forces. VT also contends
that space/time is discrete or made up of units. These units also consist of interwoven preons.
Vibe theory could even restart the Back Hole war. Yes … I think Stephen Hawking was originally right. VT
claims information is lost in black holes but not due to his original theory. I doubt the Hawking radiation but
think black holes do lose preons in processes I will outline. Further I will show how information is also lost
elsewhere in the universe. There is much more, such as: VT’s trouble-free scientific genesis model, and its
explanation for dark matter, dark energy and the latest discovery - dark flow.
This essay, “The Three S’s of Science & the Physics of Humpty Dumpty” is a
good primer to my planned articles on VT and physics/cosmology. Stay in
touch with my website: http://antspub.com
Ken Koskinen

